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Abstract  
 
The Asia-Pacific Region has enjoyed remarkable economic growth in the last three decades. This 

rapid economic growth can be partially attributed to the global spread of production networks, 

which has brought about major changes in spatial interdependence among economies within the 

region. By applying an Input-Output based spatial decomposition technique to the Asian 

International Input-Output Tables for 1985 and 2000, this paper not only analyzes the intrinsic 

mechanism of spatial economic interdependence, but also shows how value added, employment 

and CO2 emissions induced are distributed within the international production networks. 
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1 IntrodutionThe Asia-Pai� Region has experiened tremendous eonomi growth in the last 30 years.The annual GDP growth rate in the region between 1985 and 2005 was about 6%. Infat, with the maturing of the NIEs, the ath-up of the ASEAN ountries, and the rise ofChina, the region has ome to be regarded as one of the most dynami eonomi entersof the world.The most important fores that enabled the region to ahieve this relatively higheonomi growth are onsidered to be globalization, regional integration and domestimarket-oriented eonomi reforms undertaken in some developing ountries. Driven bythese fores, market openness and international ompetition have been promoted by theso-alled multinational orporations and their produts. The suess of multinationalorporations should mainly be redited to the geographial spread of their worldwideprodution networks, whih make the spatial alloation of resoures more eÆient andrational. At the same time, the spatial extension of prodution networks naturally shiftsthe spatial interdependene among eonomies within the region.In order to give a more intuitive image of how spatial eonomi interdependene hashanged in the Asia-Pai� Region, we examine the share of bilateral trade to the totalvalue of trade among the eonomies overed in the Asian International Input-Output(AIO) Tables for 1985 and 2000, exluding intra-ountry trade, as shown by ontourmaps in Figure 1. The horizontal and vertial axes in Figure 1 show the ountries ofdestination and origin, respetively. From the hanges in olor and sope of ontour linesbetween 1985 and 2000, it is easy to grasp how eonomi interdependene hanged inthe Asia-Pai� region. For example, in 1985, the main international trade ows withinthe region were the following: China's imports from Japan, Japan's imports from theUSA, the USA's imports from Taiwan and Japan. However, in 2000, China, the NIEsand the ASEAN ountries expanded their presene rapidly, making the trade strutureof the Asia-Pai� region atter and more borderless. This dynami hange an also beon�rmed from the alulation results of the CoeÆient of Variation (CV) for eah ontourmap: CV (1985) = 2.89, CV (2000) = 1.56. The deline of the CV an be interpreted asshowing inreasing variation in international trade or an expansion of spatial eonomiinterdependene among the eonomies within the region.This dynami hange in the international trade struture raises two onerns. The �rstis how to measure spatial eonomi interdependene aurately and e�etively. Up tonow, a number of studies have foused on this topi. The early researh an be traedto Dutta (1995), who presents a omprehensive analysis of eonomi interdependene inthe Asia-Pai� region. From the viewpoint of the new geographial eonomis, Fujita(2007) examines the reent evolution of regional integration in the world, and emphasizeshanging eonomi interdependeny within East Asia. For the logi approah of reenteonomi regionalism, one an refer to Kawai (2005), who emphasizes that deeper eo-nomi integration in trade, investment and �nane and further institutionalization of suhintegration an be mutually reinforing. In addition, Petri (2006) reviews the evolution ofthe intensity of interdependene in East Asia, and also shows that this interdependenehas inreased after the 1980s for most ountries as well as on average. However, theproblem with existing papers is that the onept of prodution network has not generally1



Figure 1: Spatial Eonomi Interdependene in the Asia-Pai� Regionbeen expliitly onsidered or used for the measurement of spatial interdependene.The seond onern involves how to measure and appreiate the existing distributionpattern of value added indued within the international prodution networks. In relationto this issue, a number of researhes have been done from di�erent approahes, suh asGlobal Value Chain (GVC), Supply Chaining, Fragmentation, and Outsouring (see Ernstand Guerrieri (1998), Wakasugi (2007) and Kimura and Ando (2003)). However, theirviews on the international distribution pattern of value added are divided. The relativelypositive view emphasizes spillover e�ets, knowledge di�usion, employment reation ef-fets and new opportunities for apital formation by loal suppliers in developing ountries(see Ernst and Kim (2002)). On the other hand, the relatively skeptial view underlinesthe uneven distribution of global value, and argues that the developing ountries tendto be loked into low margin prodution ativities (see Henderson (1998), GereÆ (1999),Kaplinsky (2000)). These di�erenes may be aused by di�erenes in the data they used.The most widely used data are trade data, on imports or exports, whih an be eas-ily obtained from UN statistis or national foreign trade statistis. However, these dataannot provide detailed information on the overall struture of international produtionnetworks. For example, trade data show whih ountry imports or exports how manygoods or servies from or to where, but do not show whih industry uses them in theountry of destination. The other widely used data are �rm-based data, espeially multi-national orporation-based data. These data provide details on international produtionproesses or prodution hains for individual �rms or their produts, but do not give asystemati image of the whole inter-industrial trade by ommodity among ountries. Inthis sense, International Input-Output (IIO) data should be an ideal data soure, as theyillustrate the detailed ows of goods and servies between all the individual setors (in-dustries) among ountries. However, it seems that IIO data and IO tehniques have notbeen e�etively used in this �eld exept in the following few papers.Oikawa and Mihael (2006) use AIO tables to examine the international value distri-bution struture among East Asian eonomies and the United States. It is a positive2



development that the traditional IO tehnique is exploited to measure the indued valueadded among eonomies. However their paper only fouses on the eletronis and auto-mobile industries, and does not give an overall perspetive of how international value isdistributed in the Asia-Pai� region. From a di�erent viewpoint, Kuroiwa (2006) uses asimilar IO tehnique to alulate loal ontent as well as umulative loal ontent of EastAsian eonomies, with the use of AIO tables. However, in both papers, in measuring theindued value added, the traditional IO assumption is impliitly used, that there the sameone unit of �nal demand inrease takes plae for eah setor within eah eonomy. Underthis assumption, evaluation at the absolute level beomes diÆult, sine the inuene ofthe real eonomi sale of eah eonomy is not expliitly onsidered.In this paper, an IO based deomposition tehnique is used for the measurement ofinternational interdependene. In addition to the traditional IO assumption, the realeonomi sale of eah target eonomy is introdued for the evaluation of internationalvalue added, employment and CO2 emissions at the absolute level.This paper proeeds as follows: Setion 2 shows the standard IO deomposition teh-nique based on an Isard-type 2-region 2-setor IO model. Setion 3 gives a brief intro-dution of the data used. In Setion 4, we apply the tehnique shown in Setion 2 to theAIO tables and then measure the spatial interdependene, and disuss the distributionof international value added, employment and CO2 emissions in detail. The onludingremarks are given in Setion 5.2 Spatial IO Deomposition TehniqueConsidering the features of the AIO table, whih are ompiled as Isard-type with nonom-petitive imports from the rest of the world, we provide an international IO model with2 ountries and 2 setors to show how the deomposition tehnique is used to measurespatial interdependene.A 2-ountry 2-setor GDP (value added) related IO open model an be desribed asfollows: GDP = V �X = V � (I � A)�1 � Y = V �B � Y = G � Y (1)where V, X, A, Y, B and G are, respetively, the diagonal matrix onstruted by the valueadded rates, vetor of output, matrix of inter-ountry input oeÆients, vetor of �naldemand, matrix of inter-ountry Leontief inverse, and GDP related inter-ountry Leontiefinverse, whih are de�ned as the following forms:V =  V r 00 V s ! ; X =  XrXs ! ; A =  Arr ArsAsr Ass ! ; Y =  Y rY s ! ;B =  Brr BrsBsr Bss ! ; G =  Grr GrsGsr Gss ! ;Xr = (Xr1 ; Xr2)0; Y r = (Y r1 ; Y r2 )0;V r =  vr1 00 vr2 ! ; Ars =  ars11 ars12ars21 ars22 ! ; Brs =  brs11 brs12brs21 brs22 ! ; Grs =  grs11 grs12grs21 grs22 ! :3



From equation (1), the marginal e�et of newly inreased �nal demand on GDP an beformulated in the following form: �GDP = G ��Y: (2)From equation (2), it is easy to understand that Grs an be explained as the amountof GDP indued in ountry r if there is a one unit new inrease of �nal demand for thegoods produed in ountry s. To measure the inter-ountry interdependene in detail, weemploy Miller and Blair's formulation (1985) to deompose matrix G as follows: Grr GrsGsr Gss ! =  Grr 00 Gss !+  0 GrsGsr 0 !=  M r 00 M s !+  F r 00 F s !+  0 GrsGsr 0 ! : (3)In the above equation, matrix G is �rst separated into two parts, namely, Grs(r = s)and Grs(r 6= s). The former an be regarded as the intra-ountry e�et, and the latterthe inter-ountry e�ets (spillover e�et). Grr an further be separated into two parts,namely, Grr =M r+F r, where, M r = V r �(I�Arr)�1, and F r = V r �Brr�V r �(I�Arr)�1.Obviously,M r denotes the domesti multiplier e�et, desribing the GDP that would havebeen indued for Y r if a single-ountry IO model has been used. F r is nothing but thefeedbak e�et of ountry r. Using this deomposition tehnique, the spatial eonomiinterdependene relating to GDP an be measured in detail.It should be noted that the GDP related inter-ountry Leontief inverse is used to apturethe marginal impat on ountry r when there is one unit of newly inreased �nal demandfor the goods produed in ountry s, but this measurement ignores the real eonomisales of the target ountries. For evaluating the inter-ountry interdependene at theabsolute level, the following measurement is introdued in this paper.GDP = G � Y =  M r � Y rM s � Y s !+  F r � Y rF s � Y s !+  Grs � Y sGsr � Y r ! : (4)Grs � Y s represents the real indued GDP in ountry r required to ful�ll the real �naldemand (Y s) of goods produed in ountry s, whih an be used to measure the inter-ountry interdependene at the absolute level.In addition, the above IO model an also be applied to the measurement of employmentand CO2 emission related spatial eonomi interdependene, as shown below:EMP = L �X = L � (I � A)�1 � Y = L �B � Y = E � Y (5)CO2 = O �X = O � (I � A)�1 � Y = O �B � Y = C � Y; (6)where EMP and CO2 represent the employment and CO2 emission vetors, and L and Oare the diagonal matries onstruted by the employment input rates and CO2 emissionrates. The matries E and C are de�ned respetively, as the employment related and CO2emission related inter-ountry Leontief inverses. Using the same deomposition tehniqueshown above, the matries E and C an also be deomposed respetively, into three parts,namely the domesti multiplier e�et, feedbak e�et and spillover e�et. Then Ers andCrs an be explained as the amount of employment and CO2 emissions in ountry r whenthere is a one unit new inrease of �nal demand for the goods produed in ountry s.4



3 DataThe main data soures used are the 1985 and 2000 AIO tables. The AIO table is de-signed to depit the spatial and industrial network within the Asia-Pai� region, whihovers ten endogenous eonomies, namely, Indonesia (I), China (C), Malaysia (M), Korea(K), Japan (J), Philippines (P), Singapore (S), Taiwan (N), Thailand (T), USA (U), andapproximately 76 industrial setors. The setors lassi�ation used in the paper is asfollows: (1) Agriulture, (2) Mining, (3) Manufature, (4) Energy, (5) Constrution, (6)Trade and transport, (7) Servies. The 2000 AIO table also inludes employment matri-es by eonomy and setor, whih are used to measure the employment related spatialeonomi interdependene in this paper. For detailed information about the AIO table,refer to IDE-SDSs(1992, 2000).The data for measuring the CO2 emission related spatial eonomi interdependeneare taken from eah ountry's Inventory of Greenhouse Gas Emissions1 published by theUnited Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).In addition, to fous on real rather than nominal omparison in our analysis, the GDPrelated alulation results are orreted into onstant pries. The GDP deator data arebased on UN statistis.4 Empirial Analysis4.1 Spatial Eonomi Interdependene at the Relative LevelAs mentioned in the earlier setion, by using equation (3), we an divide the value addedrelated spatial eonomi interdependene at the relative level into three e�ets. Theempirial results for the domesti multiplier e�et are shown in Figure 2. This e�etindiates how many units of GDP an be indued in a ountry if there is a one unitinrease of �nal demand for the goods produed in the same ountry. In general, a ountrywith a relatively large eonomi sale has a large domesti multiplier e�et on its GDP,whereas a relatively small ountry with high openness, like Singapore and Malaysia, hasa relatively small e�et. Comparing 1985 with 2000, it is obvious that with the exeptionof Japan and Taiwan, the domesti multiplier e�ets dereased. This also implies thatJapan and Taiwan promoted high value added industry and kept the value inside theirdomesti areas.From Figure 3, the features of the feedbak e�et an be summarized as follows: (1) withthe exeption of Indonesia and Malaysia, the feedbak e�ets inreased rapidly during theperiod of 1985-2000; (2) as smaller ountries with relatively high openness, Malaysia andSingapore show extremely large feedbak e�ets ompared with the other eonomies. Thismeans that exports from Malaysia and Singapore indue relatively large e�ets on theirown GDP. Using more detailed information, we an understand Malaysia's feedbak e�etas being mainly ahieved by the way of Singapore's import demand for intermediate goods,the same pattern an be used to explain why Singapore has a similar large feedbak e�et.1The CO2 emission data for Taiwan are not available from UNFCCC. For simpliity, Korea's CO2emission rates are used as a proxy data soure for Taiwan in the paper.5



Figure 2: Domesti Multiplier E�et at Relative Level

Figure 3: Feedbak E�et at Relative LevelIn this sense, it an be onluded that there are very strong feedbak linkages betweenMalaysia and Singapore; and (3) China, Taiwan and Korea's feedbak e�ets inreasedrapidly ompared with the developed ountries, suh as Japan and the US. This meansthat rapid eonomi growth tends to be aompanied by relatively large inreases in thefeedbak e�et.Table 1 gives a detailed view of spillover e�ets by origin and destination for 1985 and2000. For example, the �gure at the intersetion of Japan's row and China's olumn for1985 is 0.012. This indiates that a 0.012 unit inrease of GDP will be indued in Japanif the �nal demand of goods and servies produed in China inrease by a one unit. Inthis regard, the olumn sum for China (0.020) represents the total spillover e�et thatChina exerts on the other endogenous eonomies, whih an be de�ned as China's degreeof dispersion; The row sum for Japan (0.173) shows the total spillover e�et that Japanreeives from the other endogenous eonomies, whih an be de�ned as Japan's degreeof sensitivity. The rates of hange from 1985 to 2000 are also shown in the table. Withthe exeption of a few minus values, the hange rates are positive. This implies that theAsia-Pai� region has experiened a remarkable inrease in spillover e�ets during 1985-2000.2 To provide a more intuitive image, we standardize the �gures in the olumn sumand row sum using their average values. The standardized indexes are shown in Figure 4.2The normalization of diplomati relations between China and Korea in 1992 led to a large inreasein the spillover e�et between the two ountries. 6



Table 1: Spillover E�ets at the Relative Level1985 C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina (C) 0.0021 0.0031 0.0003 0.0070 0.0004 0.0058 0.0304 0.0040 0.0004 0.0534Indonesia (I) 0.0007 0.0120 0.0043 0.0042 0.0030 0.0029 0.0169 0.0016 0.0010 0.0467Japan (J) 0.0124 0.0145 0.0247 0.0322 0.0242 0.0081 0.0345 0.0187 0.0041 0.1734Korea (K) 0.0000 0.0010 0.0011 0.0030 0.0007 0.0025 0.0028 0.0018 0.0005 0.0134Malaysia (M) 0.0003 0.0008 0.0036 0.0049 0.0026 0.0049 0.0257 0.0072 0.0002 0.0502Taiwan (N) 0.0008 0.0013 0.0008 0.0014 0.0031 0.0019 0.0065 0.0020 0.0008 0.0186Philippines (P) 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 0.0004 0.0014 0.0009 0.0017 0.0007 0.0002 0.0059Singapore (S) 0.0001 0.0028 0.0004 0.0005 0.0198 0.0008 0.0006 0.0044 0.0001 0.0297Thailand (T) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0038 0.0006 0.0007 0.0061 0.0001 0.0130USA (U) 0.0053 0.0118 0.0105 0.0272 0.0169 0.0322 0.0177 0.0284 0.0103 0.1603Column Sum 0.0202 0.0347 0.0322 0.0643 0.0913 0.0653 0.0451 0.1531 0.0507 0.0074 0.56452000 C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina 0.0043 0.0029 0.0081 0.0082 0.0062 0.0056 0.0128 0.0078 0.0024 0.0583Indonesia 0.0018 0.0051 0.0062 0.0057 0.0041 0.0056 0.0061 0.0039 0.0007 0.0392Japan 0.0168 0.0117 0.0191 0.0510 0.0341 0.0315 0.0491 0.0334 0.0057 0.2524Korea 0.0077 0.0038 0.0019 0.0081 0.0071 0.0108 0.0069 0.0046 0.0013 0.0524Malaysia 0.0014 0.0025 0.0024 0.0028 0.0033 0.0056 0.0267 0.0048 0.0007 0.0503Taiwan 0.0068 0.0019 0.0013 0.0022 0.0112 0.0060 0.0060 0.0047 0.0013 0.0412Philippines 0.0005 0.0002 0.0004 0.0007 0.0027 0.0018 0.0012 0.0011 0.0004 0.0091Singapore 0.0011 0.0015 0.0003 0.0010 0.0138 0.0025 0.0078 0.0032 0.0004 0.0315Thailand 0.0012 0.0015 0.0007 0.0009 0.0079 0.0019 0.0039 0.0077 0.0005 0.0263USA 0.0090 0.0076 0.0072 0.0179 0.0343 0.0201 0.0228 0.0341 0.0156 0.1687Column Sum 0.0464 0.0349 0.0222 0.0589 0.1430 0.0812 0.0997 0.1506 0.0791 0.0134 0.7294Change rate(%) C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina 107 -5 2493 17 1525 -3 -58 98 509 9Indonesia 157 -58 45 37 36 91 -64 134 -30 -16Japan 35 -19 -23 59 41 288 42 79 39 46Korea 17737 282 84 173 927 339 144 153 175 291Malaysia 331 222 -32 -42 28 15 4 -34 172 0Taiwan 795 44 62 55 260 215 -8 131 68 122Philippines 244 18 11 61 101 93 -31 69 154 52Singpore 782 -48 -40 89 -30 201 1121 -26 170 6Thailand 248 343 70 49 109 233 439 27 286 102USA 70 -36 -31 -34 103 -37 29 20 51 5Column Sum 129 1 -31 -8 57 24 121 -2 56 80 29Obviously, Japan and the US have the largest degrees of sensitivity, but have relativelysmall dispersion e�ets on the outside. On the other hand, the ASEAN-4 and NIEs-3have relatively large dispersion apaities and small degrees of sensitivity. The pattern ofhange of these indexes for eah eonomy also shows a great deal of variation. In Japanand Korea, the degree of sensitivity has inreased rapidly with little lose in terms ofdispersion apaities from 1985 to 2000. This implies that Japan and Korea have tendedto reeive inreasing value added related impats from the outside as spillover e�ets.Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines mainly enlarged their dispersion apaities withjust a small inrease in the degree of sensitivity. For China, Taiwan and Thailand, bothindexes grew rapidly, espeially in the ase of China, the degree of sensitivity rose abovethe average level. It should be noted that the above evaluation is based on the assumptionthat there is the same one unit marginal inrease of �nal demand for the goods or serviesprodued in eah eonomy. Therefore, this evaluation represents relative level rather thanabsolute level.4.2 Spatial Eonomi Interdependene at the Absolute LevelAs shown in Setion 2, equation (4) is introdued for evaluating the value added relatedspatial eonomi interdependene at the absolute level. Similarly, the interdependeneis measured with the three e�ets mentioned above. Figure 5 shows the share of thedomesti multiplier e�et for eah eonomy. Sine the absolute eonomi sale is reetedin the evaluation, it is easy to understand that the US and Japan over the majority of the7



Figure 4: Spillover E�ets at the Relative Leveltotal share. Compared with the derease in the US, the eonomies of Asia enlarged theirshares rapidly during the period of 1985-2000. A similar pattern an also be observed forthe feedbak e�et (see Figure 6).Table 2 shows the value added related spillover e�et at the absolute level. For example,the �gure at the intersetion of Japan's row and China's olumn for 1985 is US$ 5,055million. This indiates that the value added of US$ 5,055 million was indued insideJapan to meet the real �nal demand for goods or servies produed in China in 1985.From the rates shown in the table, it is easy to see that the total spillover e�et estimatedin onstant pries inreased by 311% in the period of 1985-2000. However, there is muhmore variation in the inreasing tendeny by eonomy. Figure 7 gives a more visualimage of the hanging pattern of spillover e�ets assessed by the dispersion index and

Figure 5: Perentage Share of Domesti Multiplier E�et8



Figure 6: Perentage Share of Feedbak E�et
Table 2: Spillover E�et at the Absolute Level(million US$, in onstant pries)1985 C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina 196 4853 50 218 36 193 1091 175 1742 8555Indonesia 313 8714 712 135 325 100 618 70 4222 15209Japan 5055 1482 4044 1325 2569 251 1183 932 19711 36551Korea 18 102 1766 112 71 71 98 83 2393 4714Malaysia 140 68 3183 868 279 168 860 415 1312 7292Taiwan 328 133 1355 204 120 65 199 113 3643 6159Philippines 66 17 690 76 65 62 59 27 937 1998Singpore 49 190 530 83 429 70 18 169 639 2176Thailand 159 34 650 109 172 63 24 109 607 1926USA 2220 1033 16618 3981 715 2567 607 1014 464 29218Column Sum 8347 3254 38358 10125 3290 6042 1499 5232 2447 35205 1137982000 C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina 943 12690 5177 1500 2563 517 1685 1753 20739 47568Indonesia 3961 14313 4488 1340 2208 600 1117 1118 5757 34901Japan 13723 1462 8688 4668 8799 1945 4043 4172 30459 77960Korea 7259 511 4904 931 2087 628 669 676 8384 26049Malaysia 2357 569 5623 1913 1655 496 3485 1169 6971 24238Taiwan 6987 289 3917 1181 1207 423 569 699 8470 23742Philippines 643 37 1605 478 483 742 126 210 3627 7951Singpore 1055 207 825 536 1665 716 387 517 2747 8656Thailand 1671 341 2947 649 1313 852 353 839 4450 13416USA 9725 1332 23613 10491 4673 6914 1928 3661 2691 65028Column Sum 47381 5692 70437 33602 17781 26537 7277 16193 13006 91604 329510Change rate(%) C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina 423 184 11176 647 7543 191 68 989 1195 505Indonesia 896 29 397 683 435 371 42 1155 7 81Japan 417 88 309 571 553 1379 551 753 194 306Korea 69586 751 371 1314 4884 1391 1052 1286 494 837Malaysia 1583 744 77 121 495 194 306 182 432 233Taiwan 3354 253 369 841 1528 958 363 905 277 525Philippines 1171 178 205 729 883 1479 181 935 408 422Singpore 3356 74 148 926 519 1523 3275 388 585 534Thailand 1098 1053 415 578 767 1445 1556 775 734 692USA 529 85 104 278 838 286 356 418 732 219Column Sum 782 158 124 362 708 554 619 327 682 281 311

9



Figure 7: Spillover E�et at the Absolute Levelsensitivity index. In general, Japan and the US have relatively large apaities for bothdispersion and sensitivity, but they have rapidly fallen. On the other hand, these twoapaities inreased for China, and it has approahed Japan and US. A similar patternan also be observed in the other Asian eonomies with the exeptin of Indonesia. Thisan be regarded as empirial evidene that the regional integration of the Asian regionhad signi�ant eonomi impats on the ASEAN ountries, NIEs and China.As mentioned earlier, understanding the distribution of international value amongeonomies is also one of our main onerns. In fat, Table 2 simply shows the distri-bution pattern of value added indued in the proess of international trade. Here, theGini's CoeÆient (GC) is employed to give a more aurate evaluation of the distributionof international value added. The result is shown below:GC(1985) = 0:776 > GC(2000) = 0:741.The absolute level of GC is extremely high, meaning that the distribution of interna-tional value added is uneven. However, the GC dereased from 1985 to 2000. This impliesthat this uneven distribution pattern within the Asia Pai� region has been mitigatedduring this period.4.3 Employment Related Spatial Eonomi InterdependeneAs a supplement data soure in the 2000 AIO table, the employment matrix is available.This makes it possible to measure the employment related spatial interdependene indetail using equation (5).Table 3 shows the e�et on employment by way of the spillover e�et. For example,the �gure at the intersetion of China's row and Japan's olumn is 7,702,691. This meansthat China gained 7,702,691 job opportunities (persons) from the real �nal demand of10



Table 3: Employment Related Spillover E�et at Absolute Level(thousand persons)2000 C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina 632 7703 3586 1003 1408 383 936 1030 11415 28097Indonesia 1321 2951 862 602 654 241 485 469 2713 10298Japan 392 42 249 131 250 56 114 118 867 2219Korea 369 26 262 47 105 32 34 34 422 1332Malaysia 209 38 380 125 143 42 359 94 642 2032Taiwan 382 16 218 65 64 23 31 38 465 1302Philippines 326 18 875 246 231 355 61 102 1773 3988Singapore 34 7 28 18 54 23 13 17 90 284Thailand 518 97 931 217 456 296 120 262 1420 4317USA 210 30 526 226 100 151 42 78 58 1421Column Sum 3763 906 13873 5593 2688 3386 950 2361 1961 19807 55289

Figure 8: Employment Related Spillover E�et at Absolute Levelgoods and servies produed in Japan. From the row sum, it is easy to see that Chinareeived a total of 28,096,553 job opportunities from outside, and that by Indonesia re-eived 10,297,648. The olumn sum shows that the greatest number of job opportunities isprovided by the US with 19,807,080, followed by Japan with 13,872,900. The employmentrelated interdependene based on the indexes of dispersion and sensitivity alulated fromthe standardized olumn sum and row sum are presented in Figure 8. Clearly, China withthe biggest population, has the highest employment related degree of sensitivity. The USand Japan an be regarded the largest providers of job opportunities. From the view-point of employment reation, it an be onluded that the developing ountries, withtheir large population sales, gained relatively large bene�ts from the developed ountriesthrough international trade in the Asia-Pai� region.
11



Table 4: CO2 Emission Related Spillover E�et at the Absolute Level(Gg: Gigagram)2000 C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina 5997 84418 33407 10306 17822 3383 12213 12345 148184 328075Indonesia 2126 4449 1300 979 1067 376 801 782 3622 15502Japan 10538 1121 6669 3374 6766 1492 3106 3208 23417 59691Korea 13911 975 9152 1736 3973 1197 1274 1294 15970 49483Malaysia 3028 514 4719 1734 2006 629 4350 1382 9405 27768Taiwan 12376 508 6650 2044 1856 743 988 1230 14804 41200Philippines 1063 61 2366 779 802 1241 210 359 6059 12940Singpore 788 144 584 400 1241 537 290 382 2064 6431Thailand 2189 393 3908 843 1675 1128 465 1130 6005 17738USA 13842 2317 40185 14792 5910 10649 2800 4765 3898 99157Column Sum 59862 12031 156433 61968 27880 45189 11377 28836 24881 229529 6579854.4 CO2 Emission Related Spatial Eonomi InterdependeneIt is easy to derive CO2 emission-related data by ountry and industry from the UNFCCC.This makes it possible to evaluate the CO2 emission-related eonomi interdependene indetail using equation (6).Table 4 shows the amounts of CO2 emissions indued by the way of spillover e�ets.To give an example, we use the �gure 148,184 whih is loated at the interation ofChina's row and the US's olumn. This �gure indiates that 148,184 Gg of CO2 emissionsare generated from the prodution proess of intermediate goods in China to meet the�nal demand for goods and servies produed in the US. The distribution pattern ofinternational CO2 emissions shown in the table, mainly depends on (1) the struture ofspatial prodution networks strethed among trade partners, (2) eah ountry's eonomisale, and (3) the prodution tehnologies applied in eah eonomy. To give a moreintuitive image, we plot the indexes of sensitivity and dispersion in Figure 9. The mainfeatures of the �gure an be summarized as follows: (1) the US and Japan have the largestdegrees of dispersion. This is beause the majority of CO2 emissions from developingeonomies are indued from the US and Japan's import demands, as an be on�rmedfrom the above table. (2) China has the largest degree of sensitivity. This is beauseChina is one of the largest exporters of intermediate goods in the world, but its produtiontehnique is still energy-dependent with relatively high CO2 emissions; (3) ompared withthe US, Japan's degrees of sensitivity is extremely low, and is just slightly larger thanKorea's. This is beause Japan's prodution tehniques are relatively energy-saving, withrelatively low CO2 emissions; (4) the NIEs-3 and ASEAN-4 an be aggregated into asingle group, as they have both relatively low degrees of sensitivity and dispersion.In order to evaluate the magnitude of CO2 emissions per unit of GDP indued, we dividethe �gures in Table 4 by the those in Table 2. The results are shown in Table 5. As shownin the olumn sum, to get 1 million US$ value added from the outside through spillovere�et, China emits 6.9 Gg of CO2, whih is about 8.6 times Japan's level, and 4.6 timesthe US's level. As the largest developing ountry, China is undergoing a proess of rapidindustrialization and urbanization. Within this proess, environmental problems havebeen a serious bottlenek to sustainable eonomi growth. At the same time, as a mem-ber of WTO, China also faes various international ompetition. Therefore, maintainingompetitive advantage under environmental onstraints has been an important hallengefor the Chinese government. On the other hand, it should be noted that CO2 emissions12



Figure 9: CO2 Emission Related Spillover E�et at the Absolute LevelTable 5: CO2 Emissions per Unit of GDP Indued(Gg/Million US$)2000 C I J K M N P S T U Row SumChina 6.4 6.7 6.5 6.9 7.0 6.5 7.2 7.0 7.1 6.9Indonesia 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.4Japan 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8Korea 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9Malaysia 1.3 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.1Taiwan 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.7Philippines 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6Singpore 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7Thailand 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3USA 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.4 1.5Column Sum 1.3 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.5 2.0are a kind of external diseonomy, whih an only be solved within the internationalframework. Therefore, in addition to the introdution of an international environmenttax and international ooperation for exhanging environment-friendly prodution teh-nologies, e�orts should be devoted to establishing a pratiable FTA framework, in whiha mehanism for the internalization of external diseonomies is expliitly onsidered.5 Conluding RemarksAlong with the geographial spread of worldwide prodution networks, spatial eonomiinterdependene among the eonomies of the Asia-Pai� region has been rapidly shift-ing. To analyze the intrinsi mehanism of spatial eonomi interdependene with expliitonsideration foused on international prodution networks, we applied an input-outputbased spatial deomposition tehnique to the Asian International Input-Output Tables.The main features of our researh an be summarized as follows: (1) spatial eonomi13



interdependene is evaluated from three di�erent viewpoints, namely, value added, em-ployment, and CO2 emissions; (2) using the deomposition tehnique, the interdependeneis deomposed into three fators, namely, the domesti multiplier e�et, feedbak e�et,and spillover e�et; and (3) in addition to using the traditional evaluation method, wealso estimated the magnitude of the eonomi interdependene at the absolute level, byintroduing the real eonomi sale into the estimation.From the simulation results, we onlude that (1) the GDP-based spillover e�ets in-reased rapidly in the Asia-Pai� region from 1985 to 2000, not only at the relativelevel but also at the absolute level. In partiular, the interdependene among the ASEANountries, NIEs and China has grown deeper and more subtle; (2) the distribution of valueadded indued within the international prodution networks is uneven, but has improvedwithin the ongoing proess of globalization and regional integration; and (3) developedountries with relatively large eonomi sales seem to enjoy muh more value added ben-e�ts from international trade. On the other hand, developing ountries with relativelylarge population sales seem to be the largest bene�iaries of employment reation e�etsaused by the demand of developed ountries; and (4) the distribution of CO2 emissionsindued by international trade is extremely uneven. This uneven situation depends notonly on the prodution tehnology applied in eah ountry, but is also subjet to theposition the ountry holds within the international prodution networks.
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Appendix: More Detailed DeompositionSine the AIO tables onsist of the inter-ountry trade for �nal demand by origin anddestination, it is possible to de�ne the �nal demand item in detail as follows:Y =  Y rY s ! =  Y rrY sr !+  Y rsY ss !+  EXroEXso ! ; (7)where, Y rs = (yrs1 ; yrs2 )0 represents the domesti �nal demand of ountry s for the goodsprodued in ountry r, and EXro = (exro1 ; exro2 )0 represents exports of goods produed inountry r to the rest of the world. Then, equation (4) an be rewritten in the followingform: GDP = G � Y=  M r � Y rrM s � Y sr !+  M r � Y rsM s � Y ss !+  M r � EXroM s � EXso !+ F r � Y rrF s � Y sr !+  F r � Y rsF s � Y ss !+  F r � EXroF s � EXso !+ Grs � Y srGsr � Y rr !+  Grs � Y ssGsr � Y rs !+  Grs � EXsoGsr �EXro ! : (8)The above formation gives more detailed measurements for the spatial eonomi interde-pendene. For example, M s �Y sr shows the GDP indued in ountry s to satisfy the �naldemand of ountry r for the goods produed in ountry s by the way of the domestimultiplier e�et, and Grs � Y sr means the GDP indued in ountry r to meet the �naldemand of ountry r for the goods produed in ountry s by the way of the spillovere�et.Referenes[1℄ Dutta, M., et al, eds., Researh in Asian Eonomi Studies, 1995: Asia-Pai�Eonomi Community?, 6, Greenwih, Conn. and London: JAI Press, 1995.[2℄ Ernst, D. and Guerrieri, P., International Prodution Networks and Changing TradePatterns in East Asia: The Case of the Eletronis Industry, Oxford DevelopmentStudies, 26(2), pp. 191-212, 1998.[3℄ Ernst, D. and Kim, L., Global Prodution Networks, Knowledge Di�usion, and LoalCapability Formation, Researh Poliy, 31(8-9), pp. 1417-29, 2002.[4℄ Fujita, M., The Development of Regional Integration in East Asia: From the View-point of Spatial Eonomis, Review of Urban and Regional Development Studies,19(1), pp. 2-20, 2007.[5℄ GereÆ, G., International Trade and Industrial Upgrading in the Apparel CommodityChain, Journal of International Eonomis, 4881), pp. 37-70, 1999.15



[6℄ Henderson, J., Danger and Opportunity in the Asia-Pai�, in Thompson, G. (Eds.),Eonomi Dynamism in the Asia-Pai�, Rougledge, 1998.[7℄ IDE-JETRO, Asian International Input-Output Table 1985, IDE-SDS, 65, 1992.[8℄ IDE-JETRO, Asian International Input-Output Table 2000, IDE-SDS, 89, 90, 2006.[9℄ Kaplinsky, R., Globalisation and Unequalisation: What Can Be Learned from ValueChain Analysis?, Journal of Development Studies, 37(2), pp. 117-146, 2000.[10℄ Kawai, M., East Asian Eonomi Regionalism: Progress and Challenges, Journal ofAsian Eonomis, 16(1), pp. 29-55, 2005.[11℄ Kimura, F. and Ando, M., Fragmentation and Agglomeration Matter: JapaneseMultinationals in Latin Ameria and East Asia, North Amerian Journal of Eo-nomis and Finane, 14, pp. 287-317, 2003.[12℄ Kuroiwa, I., Rules of Origin and Loal Content in East Asia, IDE Disussion Papers,No.78, 2006.[13℄ Miller, R. E. and Blair, P. D., Input-Output Analysis: Foundations and Extensions,Englewood Cli�s: Prentie-Hall, 1985.[14℄ Petri, P. A., Is East Asia Beoming More Interdependent?, Journal of Asian Eo-nomis, 17(3), pp. 381-94, 2006.[15℄ Wakasugi, R., Vertial Intra-industry Trade and Eonomi Integration in East Asia,Asian Eonomi Papers, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 26-39, 2007.
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